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 UUCW RIGHT RELATIONS POLICY  
 

UUCW Covenant of Right Relations 
 
     Unitarian Universalist Church West (hereafter called the Church) is a supportive and nurturing faith 
community that honors and respects the rich diversity of its members, friends and visitors. In our 
mission (adopted by the Board of Trustees on March 15, 2007) we state:  “Unitarian Universalist 
Church West is a congregation of adults, youth, and children diverse in identity and beliefs. We strive 
for honest, caring relationships that inspire and enable spiritual and ethical growth. We promote 
religious freedom and engage in a shared search for personal and collective meaning. We serve our 
larger community and wider world by practicing compassion and working for justice.”  

     To maintain an atmosphere of safety and respect so that we may fully live our mission, we 
covenant to affirm and promote: 
 

• Honesty and authenticity in our relationships  

• The use of words that are supportive and caring, not belittling or demeaning  

• A welcoming and non-judgmental attitude  

• Respect for each person’s boundaries of mind, body, spirit, and identity  

• A climate that honors the gifts and blessings of each person’s thoughts and deeds 
 
     This Covenant of Right Relations declares that the Church is committed to providing as fully as 
possible a supportive, mutually respectful atmosphere in which relationships can develop and 
flourish, and in which all individuals feel valued and may express themselves without undue risk of 
negative judgment or other hurtful consequences.  It further affirms that we will promptly address 
the source of threats to the physical and/or emotional wellbeing of our congregation and its 
members. 
 
 

Introduction to Conflict Mediation and Disruptive Behavior Policies 
 

     Because human interactions in all organizations are vulnerable to misunderstandings and 
disagreements, policies and guidelines agreed upon in advance for maintaining right relations are 
necessary. Such procedures should ensure that the voices of all parties involved can be heard and 
their positions respectfully and fairly considered.  It is in this spirit that the following processes for 
responding to Inappropriate Behavior, Disruptive Behavior, and Mediating Conflict are offered.

     The process and procedures contained in this Policy are guidelines, and will be followed in letter 
and spirit to the best ability of the individuals involved. However, this Policy does not create any 
legally enforceable due process or other rights for church members or staff. The UUCW Board of 
Trustees reserves the right to deviate from the UUCW Right Relations Policy when it is determined by 
to be in the best interest of UUCW. 
 
     This policy is meant for non-emergency conflicts only. In emergency situations, where life, 
wellbeing, or property of the church or its respective members, and employees is threatened in a 
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manner that is dangerous or illegal, the proper authorities must be contacted. After an emergency 
has been dealt with, this process may need to be initiated in the aftermath of such events. 
 
 

The Conflict Mediation Panel (CMP) 
 
     The Conflict Mediation Panel members work individually and as a team to mediate conflicts and 
address inappropriate or disruptive behavior in accordance with the policy described below. 
 
     The Conflict Mediation Panel (CMP) is comprised of three church members. Preferably, the 
members of the CMP would: 
  

1. Not be on the Board or have other significant leadership responsibilities, such as chair of a 
large committee 

2. Have some formal or informal training or background in conflict mediation 
3. Be able to serve for a three-year term 

 
     The terms of the CMP members would be staggered, with one member being replaced every year, 
coinciding with the election of officers of the Board. The CMP members understand that mediation 
matters are treated in a confidential manner.  CMP members are able to discuss mediation matters 
with each other and, at the Board’s request, the Board. Members of the CMP are appointed by the 
Board President and affirmed by vote of the full Board.  The Board President may confer with the 
Minister(s) or the full Board in making such appointments.  
 

 
Responding to Conflict:  The Conflict Mediation Process 

 
     Conflict can and will arise, but unresolved differences can interfere with the mission of the Church. 
Participants in a conflict have a responsibility to resolve the conflict. The Conflict Mediation Process 
at UUCW offers a formal process that may be initiated by any of the persons involved in unresolved 
conflict, in the aftermath of a good faith effort to resolve the conflict directly. The process may not 
change the positions of those in conflict. However, the process provides for a decision-making body 
and closure. 
 
     The procedures below detail a progressive mediation process to deal with conflict which two 
parties are unable to bring to resolution. This process is targeted at fairness and equity. People may 
choose to initiate the mediation process if: 
 

• An attempt to resolve a specific conflict has been made, in person, by those involved, and, 

• The conflict was not resolved to the satisfaction of one or more parties, or, the conflict 
continues, despite any agreements that it has been resolved or ended. 

 
     Members of the Church community, who perceive a continuing conflict between other parties, 
may also initiate the Conflict Mediation Process, but only after they have first attempted to address 
the conflict with the other parties. 
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Initiating the Conflict Mediation Process 
 
     To initiate the Conflict Mediation Process, person(s) or group(s) must submit a written request for 
mediation.  See Appendix A for full guidelines. In the written request, the individual or group must 
state the following:  
 

1. That they are initiating the Conflict Mediation Process  
2. A specific description of the conflict 
3. The date or dates of personal attempts to resolve the conflict  
4. The results of personal attempts to resolve the conflict  

 
     There are three progressive stages of mediation to which person(s) or group(s) may voice their 
conflict, should they feel the mediation has been unsuccessful at prior stages. Ultimate authority, as 
provided in the procedure, is final, after which there is no further appeal mechanism.  
 
Conflict Mediation Process Stage I 
 
     After an unsuccessful, direct attempt to resolve or end a specific conflict has been made, and a 
written request has been submitted to initiate the Conflict Mediation Process, the President of the 
Board or the Minister will begin the process according to the charts in Appendix B. Within 14 days the 
Board President or Minister will designate a mediator or team as described in Appendix B. The 
mediator or team will read the documentation, research the situation, interview the persons in 
conflict, and meet with all parties to facilitate the development of a course of action or decision, 
which, in their opinion, honors and respects both parties and should end or resolve the conflict, with 
mutual cooperation. 
 
     If this process will take more than 30 days, the Board President or Minister will be advised of the 
status and anticipated date of completion. 
 
     The Stage I mediator or team will file a written report of their findings and interview process, the 
dates and outcomes of interviews, and the date and outcome of their final meeting, with the parties 
in conflict and with the appropriate file-keeper (see Appendix B). 
 
Conflict Mediation Process Stage II 
 
     If the Stage I decision has proven unsatisfactory to any of the parties, any party may again make a 
written request to the Board President or Minister for further review within 60 days.  
 
     Within 14 days, the Board President or Minister will designate a new mediation group. The Stage II 
group will read pertinent files, confer with the Stage I mediator at any time during the process, and 
interview the parties. The mediation group will plan and provide assistance in bringing about an end 
to the conflict. At least one subsequent meeting must take place between the mediation group and 
all conflicting parties in order for the conflicting parties to benefit from mediation. The conflicting 
parties are asked to make every effort to end or resolve conflict. If this process will take more than 30 
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days, the Board President or Minister will be advised of the status and anticipated date of 
completion. 
 
     The mediation group will file a written report of their findings and interview process, the dates and 
outcomes of interviews, and the date and outcome of their final meeting with the parties in conflict 
and with the appropriate file-keeper. 
  
Conflict Mediation Process Stage III 
  
     If the Stage II decision was unsatisfactory to any party, they may again make a written request for 
mediation to the Board President or Minister within 60 days.  
  
     Within 14 days the Board President or Minister will designate the appropriate Stage III group (see 
Appendix B). The Stage III group will arbitrate a final solution to the conflict. If the Stage III decision-
making body determines that the Stage II decision should be final, the parties to the conflict will be 
advised in writing. If they decide the decision warrants review they will thoroughly read all 
documentation, confer with the Stage II team, interview the parties and make a final and binding 
decision within 60 days. The written decision will outline intended consequences associated with 
failures to abide by the Stage III decision (or the Stage II decision if Stage III was deemed 
unnecessary). 
 
     Decisions at this stage are binding. 
 
Exceptional Situations 
 
     If a multi-faceted conflict arises, i.e. involving more than two parties or groups, the Minister and 
church president will confer on how best to apply the mediation grid (Appendix B), and will appoint 
the best individual(s) and/or group(s) to mediate the conflict.
 
 

 

 Responding to Inappropriate and/or Disruptive Behavior
 
Reporting Inappropriate and/or Disruptive Behavior
 
     Any person who witnesses or experiences disruptive or threatening behavior at UUCW or at a 
UUCW-sponsored event, including harassment, abuse or misconduct, or who has had a disruptive 
behavior incident reported to them, should report it to any of the following people: 
 

• The Minister(s) 
• Any member of the Board of Trustees (hereafter referred to as the Board) 
• Any paid member of the church staff 
• Any member of the Conflict Mediation Panel (CMP) 

 
     All church leaders and staff are required to immediately report any knowledge of disruptive 
behavior, harassment, abuse or misconduct to the Minister(s) or the Board. If required by law, 
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ordinance, or similar regulation, the senior Minister or a designated member of the church staff will 
immediately report the incident to the proper authorities.  
 
     The Church will make every reasonable effort to maintain confidentiality, and will reveal the 
identity of the individuals involved only when necessary to investigate and resolve the incident. The 
Church will not retaliate against anyone who brings forward a report of disruptive or inappropriate 
behavior. 
 
 

The Process for Responding to Inappropriate and/or Disruptive Behavior 
 
     Disruptive behavior of an individual within the church building, on its grounds, or at church 
activities is behavior that leads to concerns about one or more of the following: 
 

• Perceived threats to the safety of any adult or child 
• Disruption of church activities 
• Displays of temper 
• Diminished appeal of the church to its potential and existing membership 

 
     Disruptive behavior will be dealt with using the following process: 
 
1. Immediate Response  
 
 If disruptive behavior occurs, the Minister(s) and/or the leader of the group involved will respond 
immediately. This response may include asking the offending person(s) to leave, or may require 
suspending the meeting or activity until such time as it can safely be resumed. The police department 
may be called if further assistance is required. When any of these actions is taken the Minister(s) and 
the President and Vice-President of the Congregation must be notified. A letter from the Board 
describing further action to be taken (see “Follow-up Response” below) will be sent to the offending 
party or parties. 
 
2. Follow-up Response   
 
     All situations involving disruptive behavior will be referred to the Conflict Mediation Panel (CMP). 
The CMP will observe the following. 
 

• The CMP will respond to problems as they arise. 
• There will be no attempt to define “unacceptable” behavior in advance, except as generally 

described above. 
• Persons identified as disruptive will be dealt with as individuals; stereotypes will be avoided. 

 
     The CMP will collect all information necessary to evaluate the incident, and determine answers to 
the following questions.  
 

• Is the individual the source of a threat or perceived threat to persons or property? 
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• What is the extent of interference with church functions? 

• How likely is it that prospective or existing members will be driven away by the disruptive 
behavior? 

 
     The CMP will decide on the necessary response on a case-by case basis in accordance with the 
following levels of response:  
 
Level One Response 
 
     The CMP will meet with the person or persons involved in the incident and other related parties 
(together or separately) to discuss the circumstances surrounding the disruptive behavior, and to 
reach a consensus on corrective action. If this process does not correct the disruptive behavior the 
incident will proceed to Level Two, and the full Board will intervene. The behavior may be referred 
directly to the Board without mediation by the CMP if: 
 
 1. The offending individual has been involved in significant disruptive behavior incidents before.  
 2. The issue affects the larger congregation. 
 
Level Two Response 
 
     If the disruptive behavior continues after Level One mediation the CMP will refer the matter to the 
full Board.  Among other remedies, it may be determined that the offending individual be excluded 
from Church membership and/or specific church activities for a limited period. A written notification 
will be sent to the affected individual noting the action taken and supporting rationale. 
 
Level Three 
 
     The Board, after careful consideration, may terminate the membership of the offending individual 
and, if appropriate, exclude them from church premises and all church activities as provided for in 
church bylaws.  
 
     The removal of an individual from membership in the church will be announced in the church 
newsletter with the statement: In accordance with the UUCW Right Relations Policy a member has 
been removed from membership. Any church member who wishes to know the identity of the 
removed member may ask the Minister or any member of the Board.  
 
Reinstatement  
 
     The removed member must make a request for reinstatement. A reinstatement request may be 
made no sooner than one year following the removal. The request must contain information 
concerning the rationale for the reinstatement including: 1) a statement of understanding of the 
reasons for which s/he was removed from membership and 2) a detailed explanation of how 
circumstances and conditions have changed, such that a reinstatement would be justified.  
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     The request shall go to the Board. The Board will review the request and respond within sixty days 
as to the approval or denial of reinstatement. The decision of the Board will be final and not subject 
to further appeal. In the event that a reinstatement request is not granted, any subsequent 
reinstatement requests may be made no sooner than one year following the denial of the previous 
request. 
 
False Accusations   
 
     Knowingly making false accusations will be treated as disruptive behavior, with consequences 
proportional to the seriousness of the accusation.
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Appendix A 
 

UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST CHURCH WEST of BROOKFIELD 

Request for Conflict Mediation or Report of Disruptive Behavior 

 

_____ Conflict Mediation  _____ Report of Disruptive Behavior 

 

Today’s Date _______________ 

Date & Time of Incident(s) ________________ 

Your Name __________________________ 

Name(s) of Persons Involved in the Incidents _________________________________________ 

Where Did the Incident Occur? (Be specific) ________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Describe What Happened (Use the back of this form if necessary) _______________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Has the safety of those involved been assured? How? _________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Has anyone been notified about this dispute? _______________________________________ 

 

This form should be placed in a sealed envelope and delivered to the Board President or the Minister.
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Appendix B  

 

     The following chart lists possible conflicting parties across the top row, and repeats the list down the left side. Choose one of 
the representative parties from the left side, and the other party from the top row. By following across the row from the left, and 
down the column from the top, the letter shown at the intersection  indicates the process the persons and/or groups must follow 
in each situation. 

 

                                                  Church  

                      Minister      Staff *          Committee                Board          Member  

 
  Minister                                     ----                  H                    D                      I           D 
 
Staff                                   H           C                    C                G            J 

Committee                          D              C                     F                E           A 

Board                      I          G                     E               —           B 

Church Member/      D           J                     A                B           A 
Friend(s) 
 

*  Includes Assistant Minister 

The companion list below outlines each process indicated alphabetically in the chart. 

When the Board is referred to in the list below, the term pertains to elected voting members of the Board.  
 
 The Conflict Mediation Panel (CMP) is described on page 2. 
 
A:  Committee vs. Church Member  
 Stage I    One CMP member 

 Stage II   Two CMP members (not involved in Stage I   process), one Committee on Ministry member 
 Stage III     Panel of three members of the Board 

 
B:  Board vs. Church Member 
 Stage I      One  CMP  member 

 Stage II    Two CMP members (not involved in Stage I process), one Committee on    Ministry member 
 Stage III     Minister 

 
C:  Staff vs. Staff 
 Stage I    Minister 

 Stage II    Personnel Committee 
 Stage Ill   Board 
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D:  Committee vs. Minister 
 Stage I     One member of each of Committee on Ministry, CMP and the Board 

 Stage II    Two members each of Committee on Ministry and the Board and one member of CMP-none of who 
    were involved in the Stage I process.  

   Stage III   Board 
 

E:  Committee vs. Board Member 
 Stage I   One CMP Member 
          Stage II    One CMP member not involved in Stage I process, Minister, and one Committee on Ministry member. 

               Stage III      Minister 
 
F:  Committee vs. Committee 
 Stage I    One CMP Member 
 Stage II     One CMP Member (not involved in the Stage I process), one Committee on Ministry member, and Minister 

  Stage III     Board 
 

G:  Board vs. Staff 
 Stage I        Minister 
 Stage II       Personnel Committee  
 Stage III    Board 
 
H:   Staff vs. Minister 
 Stage I      One member each of Personnel Committee and Committee on Ministry 
 Stage II    Two members each of Personnel and   

          Committee on Ministry, none of who were involved in the Stage I process. 
   Stage III   Board 

 
I:  Board vs. Minister 
 Stage I   Mid-America Region Staff Representative  
        Stage Il   Special circumstances apply. Process will be determined in consultation with the Minister, the Board, 

     and the District denominational representative. 
             
J:  Church Member/Friends vs. Staff 
  Stage I   Minister 
        Stage II   One member each of Committee on Ministry, Personnel Committee and CMP 

 Stage III   Panel of three members of Board  
 

The Committee on Ministry will maintain written records in a secure location. 

 


